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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to compositions and methods for detecting, monitoring, or characterizing an
infection or an infectious agent in a mammalian subject. The invention also relates to novel therapies of infectious
diseases. The methods and compositions of the invention are based on lncRNA analysis. The invention can be used to
determine virus load or tropism, as well as anti-viral treatment efficacy, and is particularly suited for use in human beings.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Infectious agents are currently detected by a variety of methods, including immunologic methods (e.g., antibody-
based techniques) or PCR analyses that detect specifically the infectious agent itself, or detection of specific biomarkers
that reflect the presence of the infectious agent. Examples of classical biomarkers include proteins, as well as nucleic
acids.
[0003] The human genome is comprised approximately 2% protein coding genes. However, more than 90% of the
genome is transcribed, implying that the majority of the transcriptome is comprised of noncoding RNAs i.e., transcripts
that lack an open reading frame and as such do not encode a protein. The development of novel technologies such as
RNA deep sequencing has greatly improved the characterization of these ncRNAs. At this stage of the researches,
ncRNAs can be classified into two main categories: small non-coding RNAs (sncRNAs) (18-200 nucleotides), which
includes transcripts such as miRNAs, transfer RNAs (tRNAs), small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), piwi-interacting RNAs
(piRNAs) and some ribosomal RNAs, and long non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) (> 200 nucleotides), including pseudogenes,
antisense RNA and transcribed ultraconserved regions. It is now clear that absence of protein coding capacity does not
mean lack of function. In fact, this particular class of RNAs has been implicated in various biological pathways from
transcription regulation to translation control and, as a consequence, ncRNA deregulations have been implicated in
several pathologies (for review (Enfield et al, 2012; Guil & Esteller, 2012; Krol et al, 2010)).
[0004] At present, most of our knowledge comes from small ncRNAs. In mammals, in addition to the canonical tRNAs
and snoRNAs, three novel classes of small ncRNAs have been identified (Kim et al, 2009; Rother & Meister, 2011):
endogenous small interfering RNAs (endo-siRNAs), PIWI-interacting RNAs (piRNAs) and microRNAs (miRNAs). To
date, a well-characterized function of endo-siRNAs and piRNAs is the maintenance of genomic integrity by silencing of
transposable elements in germline cells (Kim et al, 2009; Okamura & Lai, 2008; Saito & Siomi, 2010; Senti & Brennecke,
2010). Accordingly, mammalian endo-siRNAs are highly expressed in oocytes (Watanabe et al, 2006) and embryonic
stem cells (Babiarz et al, 2008; Calabrese et al, 2007) and piRNAs have consistently been reported to be essentially
expressed in male and female germline cells (Saito & Siomi, 2010; Senti & Brennecke, 2010). The third class, miRNAs,
recognizes mRNA targets through imperfect homologies and induces translation repression, which can be associated
with mRNA deadenylation and degradation (Eulalio et al, 2009; Filipowicz et al, 2008; Flynt & Lai, 2008; Krol et al, 2010).
There is over a thousand miRNAs in the human genome (1600 precursors, 2042 mature in miRBase v19) that can be
predicted to modulate more than 50% of human protein-coding genes (Friedman et al, 2009) and miRNAs have been
shown to play a role in almost all cellular processes.
[0005] Less information is known regarding the potential function of long non-coding RNAs. lncRNAs can be nuclear
or cytoplasmic and may or may not be subject to alternative splicing or polyadenylation. Many serve vital molecular
functions, including structural or trafficking roles, controlling cell cycle, differentiation, and apoptosis, and serving as
precursors for smaller RNAs. Four lncRNA classes can be distinguished: Long Intergenic ncRNAs, Natural Antisense
Transcripts, 3’UTR-Associated Transcripts, Enhancer RNAs and Ultraconserved Elements (Schonrock et al, 2012).
However, the respective functions of lncRNAs remain rather vague.
[0006] In this regards, a number of reports indicate that lncRNAs may be regulated during the onset or development
of cancers. In particular, WO2011/150453 relates to the use of the long non-coding RNA ZFASl in the diagnosis, prognosis
and therapy of cancer. WO2012/018881 relates to the regulation of lncRNAs. There is however, no description in this
application of any therapeutic condition in which such regulation may be useful or appropriate. US2012289581 relates
to the use of lncRNAs for detecting or treating cancer, stem cell therapy, or in regenerative medicine. lncRNAs affected
by HIV1 in established cell lines have been reported in Zhang et al. (mBio 4, 2013, 1). However, such lncRNAs have
not been found in vivo, in biological samples.
[0007] The population of lncRNA nucleic acids has not been correlated to other pathology or physiological condition,
and most attention is presently directed to miRNAs.
[0008] The present inventions stems from the unexpected discovery by the inventors that lncRNAs are modulated by
infectious agents, and that lncRNAs can be used to detect, diagnose, characterize or monitor an infection in a subject.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0009] The inventors have surprisingly discovered that infectious pathogens such as viruses specifically modulate
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lncRNAs. These modulations constitute the core of novel diagnostic/prognostic tools as well as novel therapeutic targets
for infectious diseases, particularly viral diseases.
[0010] The present invention therefore relates to compositions and methods for detecting, monitoring, or characterizing
an infection or an infectious agent in a mammalian subject by measuring one or more lncRNAs in a sample from the
subject, preferably one or more intergenic lncRNAs. The invention also relates to therapeutic methods for treating an
infectious disease by modulating lncRNAs, preferably intergenic lncRNAs. The invention also relates to particular prod-
ucts, such as nucleic acids, primers, probes, kits and the like, that can be used to monitor lncRNAs. The invention is
particularly suited to determine virus load or tropism in human subjects, as well as to develop novel anti-viral treatments.
[0011] An object of the invention relates to a method for detecting the presence or status of an infectious pathogen in
a subject, comprising a determination of the presence or level of at least one lncRNA, preferably at least one intergenic
lncRNA, in a biological sample from the subject, and correlating said determination to the presence or status of the
infectious pathogen.
[0012] Another object of the invention relates to a method for detecting, characterizing or monitoring an infection in a
subject, comprising determining the presence or level of at least one lncRNA, preferably at least one intergenic lncRNA,
in a biological sample from the subject, and correlating said determination to the infection.
[0013] Another object of the invention relates to a method for detecting, characterizing or monitoring an infectious
agent in a subject, comprising determining the presence or level of at least one lncRNA, preferably at least one intergenic
lncRNA, in a biological sample from the subject, and correlating said determination to the presence, type or status of
the infectious agent.
[0014] In a particular embodiment, the method comprises the determination of several (at least 2) distinct lncRNAs,
preferably at least 2 distinct intergenic lncRNAs.
[0015] The infectious pathogen (or infectious agent) may be a virus, a bacterium, or a parasite. In this regard, the
invention may be used to determine the presence or absence of the infectious pathogen, the type or serotype of an
infectious pathogen, the viral load, the viral tropism, or treatment-responsiveness of a pathogen. In a particular embod-
iment, the pathogen is a virus, such as HIV, in particular HIV-1.
[0016] Specific examples of lncRNAs for use in the instant invention include LINC00537; LOC541471; LINC00612;
LIN00422; or LINC00152.
[0017] lncRNAs may be detected using techniques known per se in the art such as by hybridization, amplification,
ligand-binding, or a functional assay. Also, the lncRNA may be detected in various samples, such as cells, fluids, tissue
biopsies, and the like.
[0018] A further aspect of the invention resides in a microarray comprising a nucleic acid probe specific for at least
one lncRNA characteristic of a viral infection or tropism. Preferably, the microarray comprises less than 100 probes.
More preferably, the microarray comprises a probe specific for at least one of the following lncRNAs: LINC00537;
LOC541471; LINC00612; LIN00422; or LINC00152.
[0019] A further object of the invention resides in a set of nucleic acid primers comprising a plurality of nucleic acid
primers, said plurality comprising primers that specifically amplify each lncRNAs of a lncRNA profile characteristic of a
viral infection or tropism. Preferably, the set of primers comprises at least a nucleic acid primer that amplifies one (or 2,
or 3, or 4, or each of) the following lncRNAs: LINC00537; LOC541471; LINC00612; LIN00422; or LINC00152.
[0020] Another object of the invention is to provide an agent that modulates a lncRNA as defined above, for use in
the treatment of an infectious disease.
[0021] The present invention also relates to a method for treating a subject having an infectious disease, the method
comprising determining the type, serotype, tropism or responsiveness of the infectious pathogen in said subject by a
method as disclosed above, and treating the subject with a therapy adapted to the pathogen.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0022]

Figure 1: Heatmap analysis of lncRNAs. Several lncRNAs are specifically modulated by HIV-1.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0023] The present invention relates to compositions and methods for detecting, monitoring, or characterizing an
infection or an infectious agent in a mammalian subject based on lncRNA analysis. The invention also relates to novel
therapies of infectious diseases based on lncRNA modulation. The present invention stems from the discovery that
lncRNAs are modulated by infectious pathogens and can be used as biomarkers or therapeutic agents/targets for such
condition. The invention can be used to determine virus load or tropism, as well as anti-viral treatment efficacy, and is
particularly suited for use in human beings.
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Definitions

[0024] Within the context of this invention, the term "lncRNA" designates non-coding RNAs having a length above 200
nucleotides, typically between 200 and 20kb. lncRNAs may be found in the nucleus or cytoplasm of cells. They may be
complexed with other cell components, or free. They are usually single-stranded, although they may contain 3D structures
(loops, hairpins, etc.). A preferred population of lncRNAs within the context of the present invention is represented by
long intergenic non coding RNAs. Indeed, the invention has shown in human biological samples that intergenic lncRNAs
represent valuable biomarkers of an infection, particularly a viral infection.
[0025] The term "detecting" in relation to a pathogen or disease designates e.g., the determination of the presence,
absence, location, and/or amount of the pathogen in a sample.
[0026] The term "monitoring" in relation to a pathogen or disease designates e.g., the determination of a change or
evolution in the amount or location of a pathogen in a sample with time.
[0027] The term "characterizing" in relation to a pathogen or disease designates e.g., the determination of the type,
serotype, or tropism of a pathogen in a sample.
[0028] Within the context of the invention, the "tropism" of a pathogen designates (i) co-receptor usage by a pathogen
and/or (ii) the cell type(s) that is (are) infected by a pathogen. It is known that a number of viruses use co-receptors for
cell entry. For instance, the HIV interacts with target cells through the CD4 protein and also through a second co-receptor.
The main co-receptors are CXCR4 and CCR5. The co-receptor usage by the VIH reflects the progression of the immu-
nodeficiency. VIH viruses that use CXCR4 are usually associated with the AIDS disease. Examples of further co-receptors
used by VIH are CCR1, CCR2, CCR3, CCR4, CCR8, CCR9, CXCR2, or STRL33. Further information regarding these
co-receptors is contained in WO2011/027075. Determining the viral tropism of a virus therefore includes, in a specific
embodiment, determining co-receptor usage of a virus. In relation to the VIH, this includes more preferably determining
the presence of a virus that uses CXCR4. The invention also allows the discrimination, between infectious pathogens
of a same family (e.g. serotypes).
[0029] A preferred embodiment of the invention resides in a method for determining co-receptor usage by a virus. A
specific and most preferred embodiment of the invention is a method for identifying HIV viruses that use CXCR4.

Methods for determining lncRNAs

[0030] Detection of a lncRNA according to the invention includes detecting the presence (or absence) of such lncRNA
or, preferably, measuring the (relative or absolute) amount of a lncRNA. Methods for detecting or measuring the amount
of lncRNAs are known per se in the art. Such methods include, without limitation, quantitative reverse transcriptase
polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR), hybridization with specific probes, northern blot, affinity binding, or the like.
[0031] In a particular embodiment, lncRNAs are detected or measured in the sample by hybridization, amplification,
ligand-binding, or a functional assay. In a particular embodiment, an aliquot of the biological sample is contacted with
a nucleic acid probe, a nucleic acid primer, or a ligand, characteristic of at least one target lncRNAs, and the presence
or amount of complexes formed between said probe, primer, or ligand and nucleic acids in the aliquot is determined. In
such methods, the probe or ligand may be in solution or immobilized on a support, such as a microarray. Also, the
biological sample may be treated prior to determination, e.g., diluted or concentrated or enriched for lncRNAs. The
lncRNAs in the sample may also be labeled to facilitate determination.
[0032] In a particular embodiment, the method comprises (i) optionally labeling lncRNAs present in a test biological
sample, and (ii) hybridizing said (optionally labeled) lncRNAs to a support (such as a microarray) comprising at least
one nucleic acid probe specific for a lncRNAs characteristic of an infectious pathogen to obtain a hybridization profile,
the hybridization profile being indicative of the presence, absence, type, serotype, or tropism of the infectious pathogen
in the infected subject.
[0033] In another particular embodiment, the method comprises (i) obtaining lncRNAs from a test biological sample,
and (ii) contacting said lncRNAs with a set of at least two, preferably at least three nucleic acid primers, said at least
two, preferably at least three nucleic acid primers specifically amplifying a lncRNAs characteristic of the infectious
pathogen, to obtain an amplification product, the amplification product being indicative of the presence, absence, type,
serotype, or tropism of the infectious pathogen in the infected subj ect.
[0034] In a preferred embodiment, lncRNAs are determined by microarray analysis, i.e., by contacting a test sample
with a microarray comprising a plurality of specific probes immobilized on its surface, allowing hybridization reaction to
occur, and analyzing the hybridization profile.
[0035] To analyze lncRNAs, the first step is to obtain and/or prepare the biological sample. The test sample may be
obtained from any biological sample that contains lncRNAs. In a particular embodiment, the test sample is or is obtained
from a tissue sample, a biopsy, a body secretion, or a biological fluid. Because lncRNAs are essentially intracellular, the
biological sample shall preferably contain cells from which lncRNAs can be analyzed. Examples of specific biological
samples include, without limitation, blood, plasma, saliva, feces, urine, bronchial lavage fluid or lavage fluid from sinus,
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hair, etc. In a particular embodiment, the biological sample contains immune cells, particularly mononuclear cells, typically
PBMCs. The invention shows lncRNAs may be characterized from circulating cells, particularly blood cells such as
monocytes, macrophages, dendritic cells, lymphocytes, PBMCs. The detection of specific modulations of long non-
coding RNAs in blood samples (serum, PBMC or plasma) potentially infected with a virus pave the way for the development
of innovative methods aimed at characterizing contaminated samples and preventing transfusion-mediated virus trans-
mission. Advantageously, these modulations could be directly detected in blood-bag-derived PBMCs before transfusion.
[0036] In a particular aspect, the method of the invention therefore comprises the detection of primo-infection in
subjects, particularly primo HIV infection. The invention indeed allows detection of viral infection at early stage and may
avoid virus contamination/transmission.
[0037] In another particular embodiment, the invention relates to a method for detecting viral infection in a blood bag,
preferably in blood bag-derived PBMCs, comprising detecting the presence, amount or absence of lncRNAs as defined
above in said bag or PMBCs. Such a method is typically applied before transfusion, thereby preventing transfusion-
mediated virus transmission.
[0038] In this regard, another embodiment of the invention relates to a method for preventing transfusion-mediated
virus transmission, comprising detecting viral infection by determining the presence or amount or absence of lncRNAs
as defined above in transfusion blood bags, more preferably in transfusion blood bag-derived PBMCs, wherein blood
bags positive for infection are discarded, thereby avoiding transfusion-mediated virus transmission.
[0039] Various methods exist for obtaining and preparing biological samples. In addition, collection tubes are com-
mercially available from many sources.
[0040] Preferably, the test sample is collected and processed within 1-24 hours to minimize degradation of lncRNAs.
The test sample may be frozen and processed later.
[0041] Preferably, prior to determining lncRNAs levels, the test sample is treated. Treatment may be performed e.g.,
to normalize lncRNAs, dilute or concentrate the sample, enrich for lncRNAs, label lncRNAs, protect RNA (e.g., inhibit
RNase), etc. In a typical embodiment, and the sample is treated to release intracellular lncRNAs from cells (such as
e.g., PBMCs).
[0042] Furthermore, our results also show that the sample may be frozen and subsequently thawed, without altering
the reliability of the dosage. Accordingly, in a particular embodiment, the method comprises:

a) Providing a biological sample collected from a subject, the sample comprising lncRNAs,
b) Optionally treating the sample by dilution, concentration, enrichment in lncRNAs, or protection of RNAs,
c) Optionally freezing the sample, and
d) Determining lncRNAs in the sample, preferably less than 48 hours after collection or thawing of the sample, more
preferably less than 24, 18, 12 or 6 hours, typically between 1-6 hours.

[0043] Steps b) and c) may be inverted. In such a case, the sample is thawed prior to the treatment step.
[0044] lncRNAs may be extracted or partially purified from the biological sample prior to determination. To that purpose,
total RNAs may be purified by homogenization in the presence of a nucleic acid extraction buffer, followed by centrifu-
gation. RNA molecules may be separated by electrophoresis on agarose gel(s) following standard techniques.
[0045] For determining a selected lncRNAs by hybridization, one or several suitable probes specific for said given
lncRNAs can be produced using the nucleotide sequence of said lncRNAs. The nucleic acid sequences of lncRNAs are
available from the "lncRNAs database". Preferred probes are single stranded nucleic acid molecules of 10-500 bases
in length, more preferably 10-200. Most preferred probes have a length similar to that of the target lncRNAs. They contain
a sequence that is complementary to the target lncRNAs, preferably a sequence that is perfectly complementary. In
certain embodiments, a level of mismatch may be tolerated as long as the probe may specifically hybridize to the target
lncRNAs in a complex sample, when placed under stringent conditions.
[0046] Methods for labeling DNA or RNA probes, and the conditions for hybridization thereof to target nucleic acids
are known per se in the art, as described e.g., in Molecular Cloning: A Laboratory Manual, J. Sambrook et al., eds., 2nd
edition, Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, 1989, incorporated therein by reference.
[0047] The relative number of lncRNAs in a sample can also be determined by specific amplification. Various techniques
exist for amplifying lncRNAs nucleic acid sequences, including without limitation reverse transcription (RT), polymerase
chain reaction (PCR), real-time PCR (quantitative PCR (q-PCR)), nucleic acid sequence-base amplification, multiplex
ligatable probe amplification, rolling circle amplification, or strand displacement amplification. In a preferred embodiment,
the determination is made by reverse transcription of lncRNAs, followed by amplification of the reverse-transcribed
transcripts by polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR). Amplification generally uses nucleic acid primers. A primer is gen-
erally about 15 to 40 nucleotides in length, single stranded, and contains a region that is complementary to a portion of
the target lncRNAs. Generally, a pair of primers is used comprising: a forward primer that can anneal to the target
lncRNAs, and a reverse primer that is designed to anneal to the complement of the reverse transcribed target lncRNAs.
[0048] The invention may involve the detection of the presence or absence of one or several lncRNAs in a sample,
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and a correlation of said presence or absence to the presence, absence or characteristic of a pathogen. The invention
may also or alternatively involve a determination of the amount (or level) of one or several lncRNAs, and a correlation
of said amount to the presence, absence or characteristic of a pathogen. Correlating the amount to the pathogen may
comprise, for instance, a comparison of said amount to a control or reference value. The control or reference may be
an external control, such as a lncRNAs in a test sample from a subject known to be non-infected by the pathogenic
agent, or known to be infected by the pathogenic agent, or to both. The external control may be e.g., a known amount
of a synthetic RNA. The control may be a pooled, average, or individual sample. The control or reference value may be
a mean or average reference value for a given lncRNAs in a reference situation.
[0049] In some embodiments, it is desirable to simultaneously determine the expression level of a plurality of different
lncRNAs in the test sample. In certain instances, it may even be desirable to determine the expression level of all known
lncRNAs. Assessing expression levels for several lncRNAs may be performed using microarray or biochips comprising
a plurality of probes or using a combination of various primers. The use of microarray or primers has many advantages
for lncRNAs detection. Indeed, several hundreds of lncRNAs can be identified in a single sample at one time point.
Moreover, a small amount of RNA is needed. Assessing expression levels for several lncRNAs may also be performed
using specific stem-loop RT followed by quantitative PCRs, particularly low density RT-qPCR like TLDA (TaqMan® Low
Density Arrays; Life Technologies). As disclosed in the experimental section, such method can be used efficiently to
assess simultaneously a large number of lncRNAs in a complex test sample. The method may therefore comprise the
determination of at least 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 50 or even more lncRNAs.
[0050] In this regard, the invention also relates to lncRNAs or lncRNAs profiles characteristic of an infectious disease.

lncRNAs correlated to viral infection in human samples

[0051] The inventors have identified specific intergenic lncRNAs correlated to the presence or characteristic (e.g.,
tropism) of a virus, particularly VIH, in biological samples obtained from human subjects. These include, preferably,
LINC00537; LOC541471; LINC00612; LIN00422; or LINC00152. As disclosed in the examples, these lncRNAs are
modulated in subjects infected by VIH and may be used to (i) detect the presence/absence of the virus and/or (ii) to
characterize the virus tropism and serotype.
[0052] The nucleic acid sequence of these lncRNAs is available from the lncRNA databasis, as indicated above. As
an illustration, their nucleic acid sequence is provided below:

LINC00537, SEQ ID NO: 1

LOC541471, ENST00000409054, SEQ ID NO: 2
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LINC00612, ENST00000538094, SEQ ID NO: 3
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LINC00422, ENST00000434601, SEQ ID NO: 4
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LINC00152, ENST00000409054, SEQ ID NO: 5

[0053] Detection/quantification of these lncRNAs in a sample can be made following the techniques disclosed above,
using specific nucleic acid probes or primers comprising all or part (e.g., between 10-200) nucleotides of the above
sequences or of the sequence complementary thereto.
[0054] It should be noted that further lncRNAs characteristic of a virus can be identified following the teaching of the
present invention. In this regard, the invention relates to a method of identifying or generating a lncRNA or a lncRNA
profile characteristic of an infectious pathogen or disease, comprising:

(i) obtaining or generating a population of lncRNAs from a biological sample of a subject infected with a pathogen, and
(ii) comparing said population to a reference lncRNA population obtained or generated from a sample of a subject
not infected with said pathogen, or infected with a pathogen having a different characteristic,
wherein the lncRNAs distinctive between said two populations represent a lncRNA or lncRNA profile characteristic
of the infectious pathogen or disease.

[0055] In a preferred embodiment, the invention relates to a method for detecting a lncRNA selected from LINC00537;
LOC541471; LINC00612; LIN00422; or LINC00152 in a sample, the method comprising obtaining a test sample, optionally
treating the sample to disrupt or lyse cells, and assessing the presence or amount of at least one a lncRNA selected
from LINC00537 ; LOC541471 ; LINC00612; LIN00422; or LINC00152. In a particular embodiment, the method com-
prises assessing the presence or amount of at least two of the above lncRNAs.
[0056] A specific object of the invention also relates to a method for detecting the presence or absence of HIV in a
subject, comprising determining in a test sample from the subject the presence or amount of at least one lncRNA selected
from LINC00537; LOC541471; LINC00612; LIN00422; or LINC00152, said determination being correlated to the pres-
ence or absence of HIV.
[0057] A further specific object of the invention relates to a method for detecting the presence or absence of HIV1 in
a subject, comprising determining in a test sample from the subject the presence or amount of at least one lncRNA
selected from LINC00537; LOC541471; LINC00612; LIN00422; or LINC00152, said determination being correlated to
the presence or absence of HIV1.
[0058] Another specific object of the invention also relates to a method for detecting the presence or absence of HIV
in a subject that uses the CXCR4 or the CCR5 co-receptor, comprising determining in a test sample from the subject
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the presence or amount of at least one lncRNA selected from LINC00537; LOC541471; LINC00612; LIN00422; or
LINC00152, said determination being correlated to CXCR4 or CCR5 receptor usage by VIH.
[0059] Preferably, the method comprises determining a lncRNA selected from LOC541471, LINC00152, or LINC00422,
wherein LOC541471 or LINC00152 is indicative of CCR5 co-receptor usage by the virus, and LINC00422 is indicative
of CXCR4 co-receptor usage by the virus.
[0060] In a particular aspect of the method of the invention, the lncRNA is detected in a sample of blood comprising
e.g., circulating PBMCs, granulocytes, platelets and/or red cells. In a particular embodiment, the invention therefore
comprises a step of isolating such cells from the test sample and assessing the amount or presence of lncRNA in said
cells, typically after cell disruption.
[0061] In a particular aspect, the invention relates to a method for detecting viral infection in a blood bag, preferably
in blood bag-derived PBMCs, comprising detecting the presence, amount or absence of lncRNAs as defined above in
said bag or PMBCs. Such a method is typically performed before transfusion, thereby preventing transfusion-mediated
virus transmission.
[0062] In this regard, another embodiment of the invention relates to a method for preventing transfusion-mediated
virus transmission, comprising detecting viral infection by determining the presence or amount or absence of lncRNAs
as defined above in transfusion blood bags, more preferably in transfusion blood bag-derived PBMCs, wherein blood
bags positive for infection are discarded, thereby avoiding transfusion-mediated virus transmission.
[0063] The invention further relates to a microarray comprising a nucleic acid probe specific for at least one lncRNA
characteristic of a pathogen, preferably a nucleic acid probe specific for at least one lncRNA selected from LOC541471,
LINC00152, or LINC00422. In a particular embodiment, the microarray comprises a plurality of nucleic acid probes, said
plurality of probes comprising probes specific for each lncRNA of a lncRNA profile characteristic of a pathogen. In a
further particular embodiment, the invention relates to a microarray comprising a probe specific for each of the following
lncRNAs: LOC541471, LINC00152, and LINC00422. In the microarray, the probes are preferably immobilized on a
surface, typically in an ordered arrangement.
[0064] The invention also relates to a composition comprising a plurality of nucleic acid primers, said plurality comprising
at least one primer that specifically amplify at least one lncRNA characteristic of a pathogen, preferably selected from
LOC541471, LINC00152, or LINC00422. In a particular embodiment, the composition comprises a plurality of primers
that specifically amplify at least one, preferably at least two, even more preferably at least 3, 4, or 5 lncRNAs characteristic
of a pathogen, preferably selected from LOC541471, LINC00152, or LINC00422.
[0065] The invention also relates to a composition or set of nucleic acid primers comprising a plurality of nucleic acid
primers, said plurality comprising primers that specifically amplify each lncRNA of a lncRNA profile characteristic of a
pathogen.
[0066] The present invention further relates to a kit containing a microarray as defined above.
[0067] The kit may further contain reagents for a hybridization or amplification reaction, and/or a control sample, and/or
a manual of instructions, and the like.
[0068] The present invention can be used to determine the presence or characteristics of any virus. It is particularly
suited to determine the presence or tropism of viruses that infect eukaryotic cells, particularly mammalian cells (e.g.,
human cells, canine cells, cat cells, avian cells, or murine cells, for instance). The invention is particularly adapted to
determine the presence or tropism of viruses that infect human beings.
[0069] Examples of viruses include, without limitation, retroviruses, herpes viruses, adenoviruses, enteroviruses, re-
oviruses, papillomaviruses, picornaviruses, pox viruses, flaviviruses, etc. Specific examples for which a specific tropism
may be identified according to the invention include the following viruses: Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV-1 and
HIV-2), the hepatitis A, B or C virus, Delta hepatitis virus, occult B hepatitis virus, measle virus, herpes virus (including
HSV-1, HSV2, HSV-6, EBV and CMV), papillomaviruses, rotavirus, parvovirus, influenza virus, parainfluenza virus,
rhinovirus, coronavirus, , poxvirus, rotavirus, HTLV-1, HTLV-2, dengue virus, West Nile virus, Yellow fever virus, varicella
zoster virus, SRAS, respiratory sincytial virus, Chikungunya virus, or hemorragic fever viruses (Arenaviridae, Filoviridae,
Bunyaviridae, Flaviviridae); rubella virus, mumps virus, polio virus.

lncRNAs correlated to bacterial infection

[0070] The invention further relates to a method of identifying or generating a lncRNA or a lncRNA profile characteristic
of a bacterium or bacterial disease, comprising:

(i) generating or obtaining a population of lncRNAs from a biological sample of a subject infected with a bacterium, and
(ii) comparing said population to a reference lncRNA population obtained or generated from a sample of a subject
not infected with said bacterium, or infected with a bacterium having a different characteristic,

wherein the lncRNAs distinctive between said two populations represent a lncRNA or lncRNA profile characteristic of
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the bacterium or bacterial disease.
[0071] Examples of bacterial pathogens include, e.g., E coli, staphylococcus, etc.

Therapy of infectious diseases by lncRNA modulation

[0072] As indicated above, the invention also provides novel therapeutic approaches for treating infectious diseases
based on a modulation of lncRNAs.
[0073] In this regard, the present invention also relates to a method for treating a subject having an infectious disease,
the method comprising determining the characteristic (e.g., type, serotype, tropism or responsiveness) of the infectious
pathogen in said subject by a method as disclosed above, and treating the subject with a therapy adapted to the pathogen.
[0074] The invention also relates to an agent that modulates (the expression and/or activity of) a lncRNA, for use in
the treatment of an infectious disease.
[0075] The invention also relates to a method for treating an infectious disease, comprising administering to the subject
an agent that modulates (the expression and/or activity of) a lncRNA, such modulation leading to a treatment of said
disease.
[0076] The invention further relates to a method of designing, engineering, screening for, or otherwise producing
therapeutic agent, said method including the step of identifying a candidate agent which at least partly modulates the
expression and/or activity of a lncRNA.
[0077] The agent may be any compound (nucleic acid, chemical agent, peptide, etc) that modulates (e.g., increases,
or mimics, or inhibits) the expression or activity of a lncRNA as defined above, preferably a lncRNA selected from
LINC00537 ; LOC541471 ; LINC00612; LIN00422; or LINC00152.
[0078] The compound is typically a nucleic acid comprising the sequence of all or a functional part of a lncRNA as
listed above, or a nucleic acid comprising a nucleotide sequence having at least 70% identity thereto; or a nucleic acid
having a sequence complementary thereto.
[0079] The invention also relates to a pharmaceutical composition comprising a therapeutic agent as defined above
and a pharmaceutically acceptable excipient.
[0080] Further aspects and advantages of the invention will be disclosed in the following experimental section, which
should be considered as illustrative. The contents of all references, patents and published patent applications cited
throughout this application are incorporated herein by reference.

EXAMPLES

[0081] We herein describe methods for identifying or characterizing infectious pathogens, especially the HIV (Human
Immunodeficiency virus) by measuring lncRNAs in biological samples.

1. Biological samples

1.1. Serum and plasma

[0082] Serum is the non-cellular portion of coagulated blood. Plasma also does not contain peripheral blood cells, but
unlike serum, plasma contains clotting factors.
[0083] Serum or plasma samples are obtained from voluntary blood donors collected at the Etablissement Français
du Sang of Montpellier, or from human patients previously screened for HIV contamination.
[0084] Blood collection tubes are commercially available from many sources and in a variety of formats (e.g., Becton
Dickenson Vacutainer tubes-SST(TM), glass serum tubes, or plastic serum tubes).
[0085] Four to six mL of blood are withdrawn from controls or patients by venipuncture into collection tubes using
standard methods. It is allowed to clot for 4 to 6 hours at room temperature and then keep at 4-8°C. When using plasma,
blood is collected into EDTA blood tubes (Sarstedt, Monovette EDTA K) containing 1.6 mg EDTA. The EDTA prevents
coagulation. Tubes were inverted 8-10 times immediately after blood collection
[0086] The serum or the plasma is then separated from the cellular portion of the coagulated or EDTA_treated blood,
respectively, by centrifugation. Centrifugation to prepare serum or plasma is usually performed at a speed of 500 x g,
10 min.
[0087] Serum and plasma were aliquoted in 2mL microtubes and frozen at -80°C until it was subjected to RNA isolation.
Alternatively, microRNAs were extracted using the appropriate kits and frozen under aliquots at -80°C.

1.2. Peripheral blood cells

[0088] Peripheral blood mononuclear cells are components of peripheral blood that can be easily isolated from the
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blood sample. They were isolated from fresh blood by Ficoll gradient separation and counted.
[0089] Then, 1 x 10E6 cells were mixed with the indicated volume of the lysis buffer of the kit, following manufacturer
instructions, to achieve lysis and inactivate endogenous RNAses.
[0090] Lysates were frozen at -80° C until RNA purification. Alternatively, lncRNAs were extracted using the appropriate
kits and frozen under aliquots at -80°C.

2. Extraction and analysis of IncRNA

[0091] lncRNAs may be extracted and purified using methods known per se in the art. Many methods are known for
isolating total RNA, or for specifically extracting small RNAs, including miRNAs. The RNA may be extracted using
commercially available kits (e.g., Norgen, Ambion, Life Technology, Agilent, Sigma, Qiagen, Roche, Texagen, Macherey
Nagel, Amresco, Epicentre, ZymoReserach, BioMobile).
[0092] Total RNAs were extracted from human PBMCs using the Macherey-Nagel extraction kit. We collected 5
samples from non-infected individuals and 5 samples from HIV-infected patients. Clinical details are provided in the
table below. Collection was performed using 1.10E6 PMBCs.

[0093] RNA sample integrity was assessed using RNA 6000 Nano Assay (based on http://www.icmb.utex-
as.edu/core/DNA/Information_Sheets/Bioanalyzer/RNA_6000_N ano_Assay.pdf) and Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent tech-
nologies). High quality RNAs with a ribosomal ratio greater than 1.9 and no evidence of degradation were used in this
study. Total RNAs were analyzed using the Affymetrix GeneChip® Human Gene 2.0 ST Array (http://www.affyme-
trix.com/estore/browse/products.jsp?productId=131453#1_1). This chip contains probes corresponding to 11,086
lncRNAs, according to sequences and transcripts listed in the lncRNA database (Amaral et al, 2011).
[0094] Microarray images were quantified using the GenePix Pro 6.1 software (Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA).
GenePix flagging, able to filter out low-quality spots, was optimized to reduce the number of false negative and false
positive spots in the analysis. Information was imported from GenePix Results (GPR) files, processed and further analyzed
by R/Bioconductor tools. Several normalization methods were applied to remove experimental bias in the dataset. Spatial
effects were removed using two-dimensional approximation of zero log-ratio level by radial basis functions. Dye-effect
was removed by a Lowess normalization with the smoothing parameter f=0.67. Next, between-array normalization was
performed by median-based centring and scaling of log-ratio distributions. The quality of microarrays was controlled by
distributions of log-ratio values of the good-flagged spots, total number of good-flagged spots per array, average corre-
lation with other arrays and spatial homogeneity. Replicate spots were additionally filtered and summarized before the
statistical analysis: only spots with intensities significantly higher than the background level were considered. To find
genes with statistically significant regulation in each class (HIV-1 vs. Non Infected cells (NI) in the first analysis; X4 vs.
NI, R5 vs. NI and DUAL vs. NI in the second analysis) the empirical Bayes method (Smyth, 2004 PMID 16646809),
implemented in R/Bioconductor’s limma package, was used. Genes with adjusted p-value lower than 0.05 were consid-
ered as significantly regulated.

3. Identification of IncRNAs modulated by HIV infection

[0095] Several lncRNAs were identified which are modulated by HIV-1.
[0096] These lncRNAs are disclosed in Figure 1, which depicts a heatmap of a LIMMA’s empirical Bayes statistics
comparing HIV- and HIV+ samples (sample names are indicated at the bottom of the figure). Only LINC significantly
modulated in HIV+ samples are indicated (adj p-val <0.05, see table 1). The fold changes are shown using the color
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code indicated at the bottom of the figure.
[0097] This statistical analysis shows that the expression of several lncRNAs are able to discriminate non infected
PBMCs (5 first samples in blue) from HIV-1-infected PBMCs (considering X4, R5 or DUAL-tropic HIVs, five last samples
in red).
[0098] Details regarding these lncRNAs are also provided in table 1. Data were preprocessed by Partek GS 6.6 using
RMA with GC correction and quantile normalization. Statistical analysis used two complementary approaches: ANOVA-
based analysis with step-up FDR in Partek and limma-based analysis in R/Bioconductor.
[0099] These results show that at least 4 lncRNAs are significantly modulated by HIV-1 (adjusted pval<0.05). These
lncRNAs are also specifically modulated by HIV-1, i.e., they are not significantly modulated by a distinct pathogen.
[0100] These 4 lncRNAs, LINC00537, LOC541471, LINC00612, and LINC00152, as well as Inc LINC00422, represent
valuable biomarkers for detecting HIV1 infection in human subjects.

4. Identification of IncRNAs specific for HIV-1/CCR5

[0101] lncRNAs that are specifically modulated in human subjects infected by HIV having a particular co-receptor
usage have been identified. More particularly, lncRNAs specifically modulated by HIV1 with tropism for CCR5 co-receptor
have been identified:

LOC541471

LINC00152

5. Identification of IncRNAs specific for HIV-1/X4

[0102] lncRNAs that are specifically modulated in human subjects infected by HIV having a particular co-receptor
usage have been identified. More particularly, lncRNAs specifically modulated by HIV1 with tropism for X4 co-receptor
have been identified:

LINC00422

Discussion

[0103] The results show lncRNAs characteristic of pathogenic infection can be efficiently detected in human samples.
Our results also show that lncRNAs may be identified which are specific for viral tropism and may be used to efficiently
discriminate patients or selected most appropriate treatment regimen.

Table 1
logFC AveExpr Adj.P.Val Gene.Symbol Gene_assignment

1.1879 6.0073 2.114e-03 LINC00537 BC110369 // LINC00537 // long intergenic non-protein 
coding RNA 537

1.2832 5.5582 1.295e-02 LOC541471 ENST00000409054 // LOC541471 // uncharaterized 
LOC541471//2q1

0.5379 5.2651 1.296e-02 LINC00612 BC028195 // LINC00612 // long intergenic non-protein 
coding RNA 612

1.1118 8.0994 3.285e-02 LINC00152 BC070202 // LINC00152 // long intergenic non-protein 
coding RNA 152

0.8969 8.2916 5.346e-02 LINC00152 ENST00000424851 // LINC00152 // long intergenic non-
protein coding RNA 152

0.6921 7.4065 5.346e-02 LINC00152 ENST00000453478 // LINC00152 // long intergenic non-
protein coding RNA 152

1.0957 5.8715 5.578e-02 LINC00152 ENST00000443467 // LINC00152 // long intergenic non-
protein coding RNA 152

0.9013 8.1976 5.578e-02 LINC00152 ENST00000419736 // LINC00152 // long intergenic non-
protein coding RNA 152

0.8079 7.4637 5.578e-02 LINC00152 ENST00000419736 // LINC00152 // long intergenic non-
protein coding RNA 152
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(continued)

logFC AveExpr Adj.P.Val Gene.Symbol Gene_assignment
0.7018 8.2190 5.578e-02 LINC00152 ENST00000419736 // LINC00152 // long intergenic non-

protein coding RNA 152
0.6634 7.7909 5.578e-02 LINC00152 ENST00000444301 // LINC00152 // long intergenic non-

protein coding RNA 152
0.5795 9.1798 5.578e-02 LINC00152 ENST00000409569 // LINC00152 // long intergenic non-

protein coding RNA 152
0.5644 6.4035 5.578e-02 LINC00152 ENST00000432818 // LINC00152 // long intergenic non-

protein coding RNA 152
0.7778 7.9685 8.390e-02 LOC541471 BX647931 // LOC541471 // uncharacterized LOC541471 // 

2q13 // 5414

The adjusted p-value is indicated
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Claims

1. An in vitro method for detecting, monitoring or characterizing an infectious pathogen in a subject, comprising a
determination of the presence or level of at least one lncRNA in a biological sample from the subject, and correlating
said determination to the infectious pathogen.

2. The method of claim 1, comprising determining the presence or level of several lncRNAs in the biological sample
from the subject, and correlating said determination to the infectious pathogen.
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3. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein said correlating step comprises comparing said determination to at least a
reference value or profile.

4. The method of claim 1 or 2, wherein the infectious pathogen is a virus, a bacterium, or a parasite.

5. The method of any one of claims 1 to 4, for detecting the presence or absence of an infectious pathogen in a subject,
preferably of a primo-infection, or for determining the type or serotype of an infectious pathogen in a subject infected
by a pathogen, preferably of a virus, or for determining the viral load in a subject infected by a virus, or for monitoring
the viral load in the subject during treatment.

6. The method of any one of claims 1 to 4, for detecting the presence or absence of a virus in a blood bag.

7. The method of any one of claims 1 to 4, for determining the viral tropism in a subject infected by a virus.

8. The method of any one of claims 1 to 4, for determining the efficacy of a drug or candidate drug in a subject infected
by a pathogen, by determining the presence or level of at least one lncRNA in a biological sample from the subject
at various time points during treatment.

9. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the pathogen is human immunodeficiency virus (HIV),
particularly HIV-1.

10. The method of claim 9, for determining whether a subject is infected with a HIV, particularly HIV-1.

11. The method of claim 9, for determining whether the HIV in an infected subject uses the CXCR4 or the CCR5 co-
receptor.

12. The method claim 10, comprising determining in a sample from the subject the level of at least one lncRNA selected
from LINC00537; LOC541471; LINC00612; LIN00422; or LINC00152.

13. The method of claim 11, comprising determining the level of a lncRNA selected from LOC541471, LINC00152, or
LINC00422, wherein LOC541471 or LINC00152 is indicative of CCR5 co-receptor usage by the virus, and LINC00422
is indicative of CXCR4 co-receptor usage by the virus.

14. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the lncRNA is detected in the sample by hybridization,
amplification, ligand-binding, or a functional assay.

15. The method of claim 16, which comprises contacting an aliquot of the biological sample with a nucleic acid probe,
a nucleic acid primer, or a ligand, characteristic of said at least one lncRNA, and determining the presence or amount
of complexes formed between said probe, primer, or ligand and nucleic acids in the aliquot.

16. The method of claim 17 or 18, wherein the biological sample is treated prior to the determination, preferably by
dilution, or concentration, or enrichment for lncRNAs, or for lysing or disrupting cells, or for protecting RNAs.

17. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the biological sample is a biological fluid containing cells,
preferably the biological sample is or comprises blood or blood cells.

18. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the subject is a human subject.

19. An agent that modulates a lncRNA as defined in claim 1, for use in the treatment of an infectious disease.
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